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About This Game

Half-Life® 2: Episode Two is the second in a trilogy of new games created by Valve that extends the award-winning and best-
selling Half-Life® adventure.

As Dr. Gordon Freeman, you were last seen exiting City 17 with Alyx Vance as the Citadel erupted amidst a storm of unknown
proportions. In Episode Two, you must battle and race against Combine forces as you traverse the White Forest to deliver a

crucial information packet stolen from the Citadel to an enclave of fellow resistance scientists.

Episode Two extends the award-winning Half-Life gameplay with unique weapons, vehicles, and newly-spawned creatures.
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wowowow what a game, finally completed it, what an ending, hl3 should be gr8 can't wait to start it :D. An amazing game and a
beast ending to the franchise!. it's half-life what do you expect me to say if you don't know half-life go die. Great game
\ud83d\udc4d dats all
. It ain't like the 1st HL2, but its alright. 7.5\/10. Wow.Definitely one of Valve's best game's.
Now they just take money from people.. My god, that ending... now I get why every person and their mother wants Half-Life 3.
(sorry for being so late to the party)
. My god, that ending... now I get why every person and their mother wants Half-Life 3. (sorry for being so late to the party)
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my only complaint is that it's too short. The right man in the wrong place can make all the difference in the world. R.I.P Eli
Vance wheres half life 3??????. gameplay is fun, achievement hunting is fun, excluding that damned gnome, and the soundtrack
is great
10\/10 would play plenty of times, but there will be no half life games with the number 3 in their title, so, not so fun.
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